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Calling Through The Being Initiation
World Copyleft 2020 ff. by Clinton Callahan. For use by registered Possibility Trainers only.
(Revised: 17 June 2016 by Clinton Callahan)
(NOTE: Possibility Management is open code thoughtware. The copyleft notice states this material cannot be copyrighted. The
use limit is to assure that if an unqualified person tries to deliver this initiation and runs into problems, they alone are
responsible. This is a powerful initiatory process that tends to catalyze expansion in personal consciousness. It needs to be
delivered within a specifically held context by a person with a specific skill level, quality of consciousness, level of clarity, and
purposeful intention.)

FORMAT:
90 minute two-on-one (up to four-on-one) process in 4 Steps. This is one of the 5 big
“single-coaching” initiations that Possibility Coaches can offer to their Clients:
1. Relationship Space Cleanout (making inner sanctum for extraordinary and arch. rel.)
2. Diaphragm Initiation (fear is stored in the diaphragm)
3. Entfaltungs Process (stretching out the Being by going a bit crazy with feelings)
4. Wake-Up Call (calling on the gods)
5. Calling Through the Being (the body and mind were welcomed but not the Being…)
Calling Through the Being can also be done simultaneously in parallel-play groups of 3 to 5
people in PLabs. Then plan at least 2 hours for the initiation.
NOTE 1: Each main facilitator for Calling Through the Being must (of course) have gone
through this initiation themselves at least once in order to properly navigate it.
NOTE 2: We do NOT recommend that couples do this process on each other due to the
necessity that the Navigators apply ruthless neutrality.
NOTE 3: It is important that the Client has considerable experience with feelings work and
has stellated some archetypes so that their nervous system will allow the intensity of feeling
required to authentically engage Calling Through The Being, and so that their matrix can
hold the new experiential distinctions after the initiation. It is suggested to avoid this
initiation with beginners in the Possibility Management initiations journey.
NOTE 4: WARNING Several Trainers have recently reported that there can be serious
side-effects or after-effects for the Navigators during Calling Through The Being. As of this
date (17 June 2016) the best way we have found to word it and talk about it so far goes
something like this. The Being of the Client is unknown before the initiation starts. The
Being is not necessarily undetectable but given our lack of training in conscious psychic
communication, the qualities and needs of the Client’s Being are unforeseeable to us
modern citizens. In contrast, there are rumors that certain African tribes (Himba?)
communicate with the Being of a baby even before the mother becomes pregnant to
provide a body for it. When the mother decides she is ready to receive a baby, the villagers
come together and ask the Being what its purpose for being born is (its Pearl?), how it will
serve the village (its archetypal lineage?) and what the Being will require in terms of
education or support in order to best deliver its services. They even ask the Being to teach
the villagers its soul-song so that when the baby is being born they can sing this song to
welcome the Being along with the body, mind and heart. Needless to say, modern culture
neglects all this and suffers the horrific consequences. Up until now in this Calling Through
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The Being the Client has selected their Navigators intuitively. Perhaps this is still the best
procedure. This WARNING announces: Navigators beware! Here is why: If the Being could
have come through all by itself, it would have already done so. But since it has not, what
this implies is that conditions that provide the Being with enough respect, honor,
recognition, play space, love, and creative companionship so it would be attracted to come
into the material plane did not yet exist. Part of the Navigators’ job is to create such a Being
space that is attractive and stable enough to assure the Being that it can thrive here. What
this may mean is that the Navigators may have to struggle, even fight, to create such a
Being space in this world for the Client’s Being to be attracted enough to successfully come
through. The calling may be extremely intense for the Navigators, begging, cajoling,
pleading the Being to come through. It may be so intense that during the calling and the
space-making the Navigators’ Beings are expanded, stretched out, and unfolded in ways
that activate heretofore inactivated potentials in the Navigator’s Being. In other words, the
Navigator may become a new person. As far as we have detected, the Being expansion
may result in the Navigator’s Being occupying up to 40% new Being space. This is a major
change in the Navigator’s own Being, and such a change is irreversible. This means that a
Navigator’s previous life may be left behind in the dust, including their career, their
relationships, their values, their preferences, their self-image, and their self-experience. All
of it may drastically change. As mentioned, the potential to unfold these parts of the
Navigator’s Being was already there and may or may not have naturally unfolded in due
time. But Navigator’s should be warned that this eventuality is already revealing itself in
several Trainer’s lives and the risk of it should be chosen consciously. Thank you for
listening… good luck. (NOTE: In a future development of this initiation it might be valuable
to connect with the Client’s Being at the start of the initiation to hear the Being’s needs and
let Navigators volunteer to provide a space for whatever is wanted or needed. This would
not avoid changes that might occur in the Navigators’ Beings, but could make any resultant
Being expansions less of a rocky road.)

PURPOSE:
To call the Being (energetic body) into the body.
To fully incarnate the energetic body into the world.
To complete each person’s four-body birth process.

SETUP:
This process works best when it is done on a carpeted floor, no mattress, no cushion, no
blanket (until Step 4). This allows the Client and the Facilitators to sit very close to each
other during the initiation. Have the usual red towel, plastic bucket, and tissues available,
but mostly what people need are the tissues. In Step 4 the main Facilitator will need a wall
to lean up against during the holding.
IMPORTANT CONTEXT FOR SETUP:
Although most Possibility Management initiations are performed men-with-men and
women-with-women, Calling Through the Being seems to work best when the Coach is of
the opposite gender to the Client. Why? It seems to be because of the natural magnetic
attraction between opposite sex beings.
For example, we recently tried 2 women Calling Through The Being of another woman with
the back-up assistance of 2 men but the initiation was stalled because the Client went into
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expressing typical feelings of anger, fear, and sadness, a mode that she was already
familiar with. Her Being was not called through until we asked the 2 women to go help
elsewhere and added a third man as the main Facilitator. With 3 men coaxing and calling
her Being came through.
Energies between men and women flow in opposite directions, but modern culture so often
abuses these forces in advertisement and “entertainment.” This initiation requires an ultrasafe and nurturing next-culture context to successfully call through the Being. If the trainingspace context is not firmly established in archearchy then modern culture’s programming
will make the physical intimacies between the Facilitators and their opposite-sex Client
unsafe and distorted. The same is true for the man-woman holdings in Step 4.
RESEARCH NOTE: There are unanswered questions about what arrangements work best
in the Calling Through The Being initiation with homosexual individuals. Please keep us
updated if you figure anything out about this.

INTRO / BACKGROUND: (Trainer can read this script.)
To be born involves descending from the energetic into the physical dimensions, to
incarnate. To incarnate means “to come into the meat.”
You were not told and perhaps have not yet noticed that modern culture’s birthing process
only receives your physical body and your mind. (What does she look like? How smart is
he?) This leaves your energetic body (your “soul”) and your feelings body unborn. The
result is that half of your resources are disregarded, even banished. Half of your presence
and sensations are blocked from coming through and being here.
In order to survive in modern culture you forced yourself to conform to local expectations
and values even if it nearly killed you. This means you decided to endure the suffocating
torture of half-existence during childhood and adolescence because you unconsciously
expected and counted on adulthood initiatory processes arriving in late adolescence to call
you through.
But for 6000 years initiations have been banned in the patriarchal empire so that the empire
can be ruled by uninitiated and often psychopathic or sociopathic “elite” individuals. This
leaves modern culture citizens like fully developed butterflies trapped inside your protective
childhood survival-strategy cocoon: your Box. That which once protected you has become
your prison. Modern culture does not produce adults. It produces half-born painfullyhandicapped, numbed, vengeful adolescents.
In contrast, consider the Himba tribe’s perspective on birth. Pregnancy begins in the first
moment a woman thinks of receiving a baby. She goes into the woods and meditates so as
to learn the song of the baby Being and stays there until she learns to sing it by heart. The
song contains the baby’s mission, message, service, and education or development needs.
When the mother chooses the man who will give her the sperm to build the baby’s body into
which the baby will incarnate, she teaches the man the new Being’s song. Sometimes they
sing the song together when making love. When she is pregnant the woman teaches the
song to the other women and men in the village. The whole village knows the song and
sings it to the baby Being while its body grows in the mother’s belly. They also sing the
song while the baby is being born to welcome the baby’s heart and soul (Being) into the
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village and to let the baby know how much it is wanted and that the village is ready. Also
when the person later in life goes astray by breaking rules or customs, the village sings the
song to the person until they find themselves again. When the person finally dies, the
village also sings the song to help them in their transition.
Compare this Himba way with modern culture and it explains a lot about modern culture’s
wars and insidious economic systems. Imagine trying to live a life and be in relationship
while only half born. You have physical sensations and a smart mind, but your feelings and
Being are cut off. Rather than being recognized and welcomed as you are, you were forced
to adapt to your caretakers' Boxes, to contort yourself to fit into a standardized educational
system. Nearly immeasurable suffering is woven around merely surviving even if you have
good health, high intelligence, or a lot of money.
The purpose of Calling Through The Being is to remedy the condition of being half-born.
We want your Being. We need you fully born. Next culture wants to recognize and welcome
you before it is too late, before your Box crystallizes, trapping your Being inside for the
remainder of your life. Perhaps you know someone in this condition?

INSTRUCTIONS / PROCEDURE:
NOTE: All Facilitators should read these instructions before delivering this initiation to their
Clients.
STEP 1: CALLING THROUGH THE BEING
 (NOTE: Make this announcement in a previous session to give Clients and Facilitators
time to connect and make arrangements.) Say: “Clients, please get a team together to
call your Being through. Your main Facilitator should be a person of the opposite sex.
Please ask someone personally if they will call your Being through. They need to have
been through this initiation themselves before they can navigate the initiation for you.”
 Facilitators, please arrange your team and your Client so you have space on the carpet
to do this initiation. Please spread your teams throughout the room and make sure you
have tissues, some cushions, and a blanket nearby.
 Facilitators, please get your center (click).
 Make your grounding cord (click). (What color is it?) (Thank you.)
 Make your bubble (click).
 Make an energetic workspace around your co-Facilitators and your Client (click).
 Facilitators, please take a moment to connect with your Facilitator Team.
 Facilitators, please welcome your Client into your securely-held ultra-safe initiation
space.
 Ask your Client to please remove all their extra stuff (scarf, watch, jewelry, glasses…)
 Say: “Please lie down here on your back.” (No cushion needed.)
 Say: “Please take a deep breath and close your eyes.”
 Main Facilitator sits down on the carpet at the right side of the Client while other
Facilitators sit close-in across from Main Facilitator and at the Client’s head.
 Main Facilitator says: “In this process we will need to have skin contact with your head,
your feet, your neck, your hands, your arms, and your upper chest. Is this okay with
you?”
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If Client says “Yes” the Facilitator moves in as close as possible towards the Client.
Snug up against your Client’s shoulder and arm with your legs. Lean over them and
speak gently. Other Facilitators snug in too and gently make skin contact.
Main Facilitator places his right hand on the skin of the Client’s upper chest, just above
the 4th chakra, just above the heart, between the breasts, to serve as a powerful
receiving and welcoming magnet. Press your whole hand fully onto their chest with full
skin contact. IMPORTANT NOTE: Do not remove your hand until Step 4.
Say, “When you were born, you were not completely welcomed and received on Earth.
People didn’t know how to receive you. They were afraid to do anything different from
normal. They didn’t know how to call your Being through. Your Being couldn’t be fully
born. For all this time you have been holding back your Being. We are making a safe
place here now for your Being to come through. We are waiting for you. We need you.
We want your unique and precious Being here with us now. Here is a safe place for you.
We welcome your Being.”
This physical connection requires constant pressure: Co-Facilitators should press their
hand on top of your hand and push down and make other skin contact when appropriate
with the Client’s hands, arms, neck, face, head, and feet.
Main Facilitator keeps checking with the Client to see if Client wants more or less
pressure. The Client may put their hands on top of yours, or you may put your other
hand on their back opposite your first hand and apply pressure between your hands.
You may also guide the Client’s hands and arms to wrap around the Facilitators chest or
shoulders to brace for their Being coming through.
Feelings will automatically come up for the Client from being in such safe physical and
emotional intimacy and support, but Calling The Being Through is not about the feelings.
This is about Calling The Being Through. Detect and navigate the difference!
Facilitators say: “Please let your Being come through to the Earth now. Let your Being
be born here with us. We want you. Come on! Come on! That’s it! Let it come through
now. We need you here with us! Please keep coming through! Yes! Come on!”
Facilitators may want to close your eyes to get in deeper contact with the Client.
Move your hands around massaging the skin-contact channel, keeping it open, active,
fresh, and inviting.
At this point the Client should be cradled up into the Main Facilitator’s arms with
Facilitators legs wrapped around under them. Everyone helps to bring the Client into a
sitting position, snuggling against the Main Facilitator’s chest, neck, and upper body.
You are holding the Client in your arms like a baby. The other Facilitators help this
transition and provide support for the Main Facilitator’s back. Big efforts may be needed
to hold onto the Client through this transition. Main Facilitator’s hand should never
leave the Client’s chest.
Facilitators create a vacuum through their own grounding cords to really call the Client’s
Being through.
Client should be cuddled, squeezed, caressed, and given encouragement: “Let your
being come in. Let it come through all the way here! You are already 55% in. You are
doing great. You can do this. Come fully through!”

STEP 2: OTHER LAYERS OF BEING
 At a certain point help the Client to lie back onto the floor. Main Facilitator indicates that
one of the other Facilitators should go to the Client’s feet and push on them as a
grounding reference for their Being to come all the way into their body. Alternatively, two
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Facilitators may be at each side of the Client on the floor and their feet can hook around
under the Client’s feet and rub them to provide grounding.
Main Facilitator says: “Now it’s time for the other layers of your Being to come through.”
After each of the following instructions a different contortion of sound, movement, and
emotions may erupt from the Client. Encourage these birth contractions. Welcome these
other parts of the Being through.
“Let the weak parts through!”
“Let the invisible parts through!”
“Let the worthless parts through!”
“Let the meaningless parts through!”
“Let the useless parts through!”
After all these layers of their Being come through, say: “Okay, we are getting ourselves
ready for the big one.”

STEP 3: ALL 7 CHAKRAS AT THE SAME TIME
 At this point the Main Facilitator needs to sit sideways or kneel close-up on the right side
of the Client and lower his or her whole right arm onto her or his abdomen and stomach
so the elbow is all the way down by the crotch, pressing simultaneously on the lower 5
chakras all at once with the whole underside of the arm on top of the clothes, from
elbow to finger tips (which are still maintaining skin contact). The other Facilitators are
snugged in around the Client’s head, shoulders and side.
 Say: “It’s now time for all 7 of your chakras to come through. Come on! Come on! All of
them! All at once! We welcome you! We want you, the whole you, all the layers, all the
levels, all at once. Come on! Yes! Come on! Come through!”
 NOTE: It is not unusual during the 7 chakra birthing time that sexual energy also comes
through. Some people even have a kind of orgasm with the coming through of all 7
chakras. If this happens make nothing of it. Accept it. Allow it. Welcome it. Receive it.
Let it all come through. This is life. This is being human. We are humans together in the
birthing process of this wonderful Being. Snug in tight. Hold onto each other. Provide
pressure into all 7 chakras and ride it out. Give all 7 chakras the time they need to come
through and integrate the Being into the body in the material world.
 Then say: “Now let your Gremlin’s whole Being come through!”
 When the coming through of the whole Being feels round and complete (this can easily
take a sweaty, struggling, screaming, coaxing, moaning hour or more) slowly settle into
a quiet time. Say: “Keep your eyes closed. Just relax now. We’ve got you.” Then wait
some more time while being in silent communion together.
 At this point the Client may have questions or want to make comments or share how
part of their experience was. Do not let them go into their analytical judgmental mind. At
the same time, listen to what the Client says and be with them. For example, one female
Client said, “I usually don’t let men this close to me, but I feel great with you here.” And
the men said, “We will probably never be this intimate with you ever again for the rest of
our lives. But for these few minutes it is an honor to be this close with you. It is an honor
to hold space for you. It is an honor when you let us 3 men love you 100% for no reason
and you let your being soak it all in. We welcome you.”
STEP 4: HOLDING
 At the right moment say: “Please slide your right hand under our hands onto your own
chest.” Keep the pressure on over the Client’s hand but give them space to slide their
hand in.
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Then say: “Please bring your other hand onto your first hand.” Wait until they do this.
When the Client seems settled, say: “Welcome! You are so welcome. We have waited
for you so long…”
Say: “We are moving you into whatever position you want for a kind of holding with us.
Just move around into us until you are comfortable to be held. Tell us where to be,
where to put our hands and legs.” Do whatever they say until they are comfortable.
Say: “Are you warm enough? Would you like a blanket? Would you like some water?”
Get them whatever they need.
Then say: “Take a deep breath and close your eyes. Rest here with us. You did it! We
are so glad. Your being didn’t come through before and now it did. It’s that simple. You
worked a long time to prepare for this birth. It should have happened when you were 18
years old or so. You’ve been waiting all this time, but now you did it. Just relax, and be
welcome.”
Say: “You are designed to have your Being flow into the world. It has so much presence
and intuition for you. Relax and make this experience your new normal.”
At the end, say: “In the next days take good care of you. Your being is much bigger now,
so be careful not to bump into people or knock over the table when you walk by. Be
especially careful when you drive. You also may find yourself wanting to wear different
clothes than before, or eating different foods, listening to or playing different music.”
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COMPLETING
 Say, “When you are ready, slowly take a deep breath. Slowly open your eyes. We are
with you.”
 Say: “When you are ready please ask us to remove our hands. Take your time. Do it
slowly.”
 Say: “When you are ready, slowly remove your hands from your chest, lay back, close
your eyes again, and stretch out your arms to each side. It is like riding a bicycle with no
hands. First you have your hands on the handlebar and now you learn to ride with no
hands. Human beings are designed to fly. Your Being is here and flying.”
 Say: “Let your being flow through you. Feel it.”
 Let the Client rest in that position for a certain time. Then say, “When you are ready,
slowly open your eyes again. Take your time. We are having a break now.”
 Stay in contact with your Client and welcome the newly born Being.

DEBRIEF:
Not everybody can come 100% through when doing this initiation for the first time. They
may only come through partly and that’s enough for their current matrix. They can do this
initiation a second time later on.
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